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transgender romance new authors MTF magic body swap fantasy book bundle fiction series feminized
feminization strap-on bisexual gay gender swap bundle magic new revenge mind control tg age regression
bimbo romance fiction transformation turned into a girl woman gender bender dickgirl fiction forced sex
change male to female gender swap set Get 4 books for the price of one in this magical gender swap revenge
bundle of erotic gender-bending fun that will have you wishing for a couple of potent transformation potions
of your own… Pink Punishment Jake has cruised through life by using everyone around him. Especially his
long-suffering girlfriend and best friend. When he's caught cheating for the third time, they've finally had
enough and decide to take him somewhere private where he can be taught a real on. Jake is held captive and
given some life-changing medication that gives him a whole new outlook...and a brand spanking new identity.
Now a man-craving bimbo known as Jasmine, the former womanizer only cares about pleasing her new master
and mistress, in any way that they deem fit. This erotic tale of gender swap revenge contains explicit scenes of
a male to female forced sex change by injection, as well as oral servitude and an FFM threesome with a newly
transformed woman and her former best friend and girlfriend. Blondes Do It Better Todd has a thing for
blonde bimbos. He also happens to have a girlfriend that is sick of catching him in bed with them. When Jenny
has decided that she's had enough of her boyfriend’s cheating ways, she and her Wiccan sister come up with a

plan to help teach the womanizer a life-changing on by showing him just what it's like to be a woman... This
tale of erotic gender swap revenge contains explicit scenes of forced male to female sex change by magic,
dirty deeds done by a newly transformed woman, and lots of other naughty gender bending fun. Bimbo
Backfire Scott wants more from his mousy girlfriend than nature has provided, and so he visits a local magic
shop to see about making some changes. The elixir that the shopkeeper sells to him is meant to transform Liz
into the girlfriend of Scott's dreams by turning her into a blonde bimbo that is all curves and cravings for her
man. And much to Scott's surprise, it seems to be working perfectly! But he's ignored the shopkeeper's stern
warnings about the fickle effects of magic, and the picky boyfriend soon finds himself going through some
seriously slutty changes of his own... This erotic tale of lesbian gender swap revenge contains explicit scenes
of a forced male to female sex change, sexy strap-on play between a dominant female and her rapidly
changing boyfriend, and detailed descriptions of a misogynistic male being turned into an obedient female sex
toy for his girlfriend. Platinum Revenge Nancy has just learned that her boss has hired a young hotshot named
Zach to fill the position that she had worked hard to get – both at her desk and on her knees. Infuriated that
misogynistic Mark would take advantage of her and pass her over for a man, Nancy decides that it's time to
teach the boss a on that he'll never forget by turning him into a mouth-watering bimbo named Mandy.

